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Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of
human intelligence processes by machines,
allowing them to perform tasks that typically
require human cognitive functions.

AI systems can analyse data, learn from it, and
make decisions or perform actions based on that
data.



Research mid 2023> Gen AI Funding
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Source: CB Insights



AI Literacy

The knowledge, skills, and
attitudes associated with
how artificial intelligence
works, including its
principles, concepts, and
applications, as well as
how to use artificial
intelligence, such as its
limitations, implications,
and ethical considerations.

How to Use + How it Works

AI Literacy + Computer Science

With AI Literacy, I CAN:

Personalize my learning
Assess safety and
privacy with apps and
data sharing
Properly cite AI usage
when writing or creating
Prepare for the future of
work
Act as an informed
citizen

With AI/CS integration, I CAN:

Collect data responsibly
Break down complex
problems
Analyze data critically
Identify patterns and trends
Evaluate the effectiveness
of solutions
Ethically evaluate AI
systems to minimize bias



Generating new ideas and content
for the “facts” (data) it has been
trained on.
Administrative tasks 
Variation on a theme



ChatGPT GPT 3.5 or paid 4, 2021 or older info,
(8k tokens), limited responses (50)
Bing: GPT-4 free, AI image generation, web
informed answers, visual features, limited
responses (30)
Bard: Fast, Google ecosystem web informed
answers, best language support, most visual
elements
Claude 2: processes more words (100k
tokens), creates more context. 2023 and older
info, file uploads

Copilot



PROVIDE CONTEXT

CREATE A SPECIFIC “ASK” OR
PROMPT

FOLLOW THE PATH 
WITH FOLLOW UP Q’S



Consider registering with a “throw away”
email account

Provide as little information as possible

Limit you interactions with spammy emails

Use this account specifically for
marketing and other promotions



Prompt                          Formula



Use:



 
Task - Context - Exemplar - Persona - Format - Tone
(Use Action verbs - context constraints - an example) 
Task - Context - Exemplar - Persona - Format - Tone



Tips for your own use of Gen AI

Prompt Writing Tips:

Provide Context
Create a specific “ask” or prompt
Use:
 
Task - Context - Exemplar - Persona - Format - Tone

(Use Action verbs - context constraints - an example) 

Task

Context 

Exemplar

Persona  Format

Tone

Prompt Writing Tips- image generation:



Tips for your own use of
Gen AI

Prompt Writing Tips:

Task

Context 

Exemplar

Persona

 Format

Tone

You are an illustrator for an architecture firm known

for modern cutting edge designs. Create a creative

conceptual illustration of a high school campus in

Indiana that features areas for academics, sports,

and club activities similar to what might be seen at

Notre Dame University



Stable Diffusion: Different
Result- Same Prompt



 Specifically direct the model to be more
“creative” or “out of the box”.

Guide the model towards specific features
you want it to explore or extract, such as

specific themes of a text or items for a
meeting agenda.

Iterate on prompts until you find the one
that works best for your use case.



https://stablediffusionweb.com/prompts



Full student names, dates of birth, addresses, SSNs, contact information,
etc. 
Schoolwork Product Details:

            Copies of students' assignments, test answers, essay text, grades, etc.
Student Behavioral Data:

          Specific incidents of behavior violations, criminal records, bullying/harassment
issues or other disciplinary records

Student Health Information:
         Any medical and health history of students, diagnoses, therapy needs, etc.

Student Learning Information:
         Individual Education/504 Plan details, IEP records, special needs assessments
and psychological reports

Other Confidential Information:
         Circumstances around foster care, homelessness or other sensitive life details



Chat bot Accuracy:
Use critical thinking to evaluate prompt information prior to
prompting & all results

Data set cautions:
Bias and Representation Risks- AI systems reflect the data
they're trained on.
Student Privacy and Consent- Even non-PII data carries privacy
risks- via potential re-identification or unintended exposure
Data Security- Chatbots may/will "memorize" snippets of
sensitive data if provided



Provide more clarity and context for the
model using a longer prompt. 

For example, you might specify the tone,
length, or audience.

Use delimiters like quotes (“ “) or angle
brackets (< >) to refer to

 different parts of your prompt and avoid
confusion.



Provide the model with one or more
successful completions of the

 task before telling it what to do.

Tell the model your desired format, 
including options like markdown,

 HTML, JSON, and more.



Idea Generation

Bust Writer’s Block 

Create rough drafts of formal letters & emails

Paraphrase & Rewrite

Create Rubrics 

With Generative AI Apps



“Use this YouTube transcript to
offer 10 bulleted points of the
main items discussed 
[insert transcript details]”

Intro
0:04
So anyone who's been paying attention for the last few months
0:08
has been seeing headlines like this,
0:10
especially in education.
0:12
The thesis has been:
0:14
students are going to be using ChatGPT and other forms of AI
0:18
to cheat, do their assignments.
0:20
They’re not going to learn.
0:21
And it’s going to completely undermine education as we know it.
0:25
Now, what I'm going to argue today
0:27
is not only are there ways to mitigate all of that,
0:29
if we put the right guardrails, we do the right things,
0:32
we can mitigate it.
0:33
But I think we're at the cusp of using AI
0:35
for probably the biggest positive transformation
0:40
that education has ever seen.
0:42
And the way we're going to do that
0:44
is by giving every student on the planet
0:47
an artificially intelligent but amazing personal tutor.
0:51
And we're going to give every teacher on the planet an
amazing,
0:54
artificially intelligent teaching assistant.
The Two Sigma Problem
0:57
And just to appreciate how big of a deal it would be
1:01
to give everyone a personal tutor,
1:04
I show you this clip
1:07
from Benjamin Bloom’s 1984 2 sigma study,
1:10
or he called it the “2 sigma problem.”
1:12
The 2 sigma comes from two standard deviation,
1:14
sigma, the symbol for standard deviation.
1:16
And he had good data that showed that look, a normal
distribution,
1:20
that's the one that you see in the traditional bell curve
1:23
right in the middle, that's how the world kind of sorts itself out,
1:26
that if you were to give personal 1-to-1 to tutoring for students,
1:31
then you could actually get a distribution that looks like that
right.
1:34
It says tutorial 1-to-1 with the asterisks,
1:36
like, that right distribution,
1:37
a two standard-deviation improvement.
1:39
Just to put that in plain language,
1:41
that could take your average student and turn them into an
exceptional student.
1:45
It can take your below-average student
1:47
and turn them into an above-average student.
1:50
Now the reason why he framed it as a problem, was he said,

Prompt:

Apps: 

CopilotChatGPT



“What are some ethical guidelines for AI Use in the Classroom? 
Create an infographic outlining key ethical principles and best
practices for responsibly integrating generative AI tools into
teaching and learning activities.”

Prompt:

Apps: 

Task

Context 
Exemplar

Persona
 Format

Tone

https://piktochart.com/generative-ai/editor/


“Write a letter of recommendation to Purdue
University as a high school principal for a former
student who always ranked in the top of the class
in grades and was an excellent participant in class
discussions. Outline exceptional social, academic
and professional competence. Put it in bullet points
so I can do the rest of the writing.”

Prompt:

Apps: 

CopilotChatGPT
Task

Context 
Exemplar

Persona
 Format

Tone



Apps: 

Copilot ChatGPT

No prompting with
ChatPDF, just drop in a
file and ask your Q’s!

Prompt:
“Using the information in this
text [XOXOX ] determine who
is responsable for the
procurement of the
materials”

WARNING:
Only submit
non secure

docs with no
PII or other
confidential
Information



“SpeechText.AI is a powerful artificial intelligence
software for speech to text conversion and audio
transcription from audio or video URls, 
MULTI LANGUAGE
SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION
AUTOMATIC PUNCTUATION
AUDIO SEARCH ENGINE
EXPORT TRANSCRIPT

 transcribe audio and video in seconds

Apps: speechtext.ai/



Task

Context 
Exemplar

Persona
 Format

Tone

“Make a song for lunch using EDM, Epic Drops, Heavy Bass
Bridges, Latin, Female, Beautiful, Trendy, Catchy, Marimba”

Prompt:

Apps: https://www.suno.ai/



Usually a plug into the web
conferencing app using AI powered
automated transcription

Apps: 



DALL-E 2 via MS Copilot Designer Image Creator is
quick, easy to use, Free limited access - sign in with a
Microsoft account. Best AI image generator for ease
of use. DALL-E 3 creates more interesting, more
realistic, and more consistent results, but requires the
Open AI subscription ($20/mo+).

Midjourney- Creates powerfully beautiful images,
Access to the service requires a Discord account.
From $10/mo for ~200 images/mo and commercial
usage rights. 

https://copilot.microsoft.com/images/create
https://www.midjourney.com/home


DreamStudio (Stable Diffusion) for customization
and control of your AI images. Free for 25 credits;
from $10 for 1,000 credits.

Adobe Firefly (Photoshop) for integrating AI-
generated images into photos. Free beta online; from
$19.99/month as part of the Creative Cloud
Photography Plan.

SDXL Lightning: Extremely fast high-quality 1024px
images in just a few steps.

https://beta.dreamstudio.ai/generate
https://www.adobe.com/products/firefly.html
https://www.adobe.com/products/firefly.html
https://fastsdxl.ai/
https://fastsdxl.ai/


Close up of a German town from folklore in the
Bavarian alps including a couple of fictional
characters playing a popular outdoor game.
Illustrate in a hyper realistic style.

Prompt:

Apps: SDXL Lightning

https://fastsdxl.ai/

https://fastsdxl.ai/
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Microsoft Copilot’s new AI integration with
PowerPoint allows you to create in-depth
presentations with speaker notes from
documents in seconds.

Step-by-step AI generated PPT:

Open Microsoft PowerPoint and click the ‘Copilot’
button on the top right taskbar.

1.

In the prompt box, explain what you’d like to create.
Options include creating a presentation from scratch,
uploading documents to create from a file, or creating
individual slides.

2.

Copilot will provide suggestions based on your
prompt. Accept, modify, or reject the outputs as
needed.

3.

Copilot is also capable of adjusting layouts and images, generating speaker notes,
animating slides, and more — all by chatting conversationally via the chat box.

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/copilot-for-microsoft-365
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/copilot-for-microsoft-365


MagicSchool adapted OpenAI's
technology to help teachers by
feeding language models
prompts based on best
practices.

https://app.magicschool.ai/tools


ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGEN

CE (AI)

email Correspondence
Student Welcome

Tools:
MagicSchool.ai/tools

Task

Context 

Exemplar

Persona  Format

Tone

https://app.magicschool.ai/tools
https://app.magicschool.ai/tools


ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGEN

CE (AI)

email Correspondence
Student Welcome

Tools:
MagicSchool.ai/tools

Task

Context 

Exemplar

Persona  Format

Tone

https://app.magicschool.ai/tools


Apps:  DALL-E 2



https://learnprompting.org/docs/
intro



Other Generative AI Apps to Try:

Class companion uses AI to help high school Social Studies
teachers assess written assignments and immediate feedback for
students. 
Packback is an AI writing tutor for students.
Jasper AI can be used to write anything.
AI Lawyer can help with your legal questions.
Voice AI can change the sound of your voice.
Repurpose AI can take long content and create shorter content to
post to numerous Social Media sites.
Jenni AI is a writing assistant.

I use futuretools.io/ to keep track of what’s new in AI

https://classcompanion.com/
https://www.packback.co/
https://www.packback.co/
https://www.jasper.ai/
https://ailawyer.pro/
https://voice.ai/
https://repurpose.io/
https://jenni.ai/
https://www.futuretools.io/


Attributions:
  

pete@juststrategics.com
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“Where’s all the money going” chart: CB Insights
Slide template from Slidesgo
ChatGPT logo and text results
Bing (DALLE 2) image results
Stable Diffusion image results
Sal Kahn GPT-4 TEDtalk

https://www.google.com/search?q=Sal+Kahn+GPT-4+TEDtalk&oq=Sal+Kahn+GPT-4+TEDtalk&gs_lcrp=EgZjaHJvbWUyBggAEEUYOTIJCAEQIRgKGKABMgkIAhAhGAoYoAEyCQgDECEYChirAjIJCAQQIRgKGKsCMgkIBRAhGAoYqwLSAQc5OThqMGo3qAIAsAIA&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#:~:text=This%20blog%20post%C2%A0...-,How%20AI%20Could%20Save%20(Not%20Destroy)%20Education,-%7C%20Sal%20Khan%20%7C%20TED


THANKS!
  

Pete Just  CETL
Former HS Science Teacher
Retired CTO/COO
Executive Director IN CTO
Recent CoSN Board
https://bit.ly/SAMworkflow

pete@juststrategics.com

bit.ly/SAMworkflow

mailto:pete@juststrategics.com


Prompt                          Formula





Gen


